Premium Collection

Premium Collection includes 5 Instruments:
The Contrabass Chimes, Swirl, Imbarimba, Pegasus & Drums. NO Substitutions for this price saving package.
Please note the photos of our instruments may show slight variations of components.

- Multigenerational Interactive Play
- Durable Sculptural
- Perfectly Tuned No Wrong Notes
- All Abilities, All Ages Everyone Can Play!

FreenotesHarmonyPark.com | 970.375.7825

This collection of five real musical instruments delivers maximum pitch range with texture and pure distinct tones that blend into soothing sounds. Everyone can play Freenotes regardless of musical training and anyone can step right into improvisational play, solo or in group. This ensemble includes Contrabass Chimes, Swirl in Orange, Imbarimba in Yellow, Pegasus in Green and the Tuned Drums. Drums are available in either rainbow or natural colors.

Please note the photos of our instruments may show slight variations of components.

Listen Here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mm6quXBw2KE

For more photos visit:
http://freenotesharmonypark.com/products/packagesensembles/premium-ensemble/

CAD Details at:
http://microsite.caddetails.com/Main/Company/ViewCompanyContent/?companyID=4750&view=Default&searchType=None&microsite=1

FREENOTES HARMONY PARK CREATING MUSICAL PARKS IN COMMUNITIES EVERYWHERE!